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Review of Last Class

Basic Concepts

Basic Concepts
Work
 Energy

System
Surrounding
 Boundary
 Closed system
 Open system
 Property









• Mass



Intensive Property
Extensive Property
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Basic Concepts


Property
•
•
•
•
•
•




Basic Concepts
State
Process
 Cycle
 Phases


Mass
Density
Specific Weight
Specific Gravity
Volume
Specific Volume



• Solid
• Liquid
• Gas

Intensive Property
Extensive Property
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Energy


Energy
Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics

Energy: the ability to cause changes
• Fundamental concept of thermodynamics
• One of the most significant aspects
engineering analysis

Two bodies are in thermal equilibrium if both have the
same temperature reading even if they are not in
contact.

of
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Energy

Energy

Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics

First Law of Thermodynamics
The law of conservation of energy states that the total
energy of an isolated system is constant; energy can be
transformed from one form to another, but can not be
created or destroyed.

Two bodies reaching thermal equilibrium after being
brought into contact in an isolated enclosure.
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Forms of Energy
 Kinetic

Internal Energy

Energy (KE)
denotes total energy, including kinetic, potential
energy and others. These ‘others’ are considered
internal energy, .
Examples of internal energy:

• KE=
 Potential

Energy (PE)

• PE=
 Internal

1.
2.

Energy (U)

3.

Compress a spring
Charge a battery
Others?

E=KE+PE+U
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Work

Work

Work:
Work done by the body can be considered a
transfer of energy to the body, where it is stored as
kinetic energy
A means of transferring energy
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Pure Substance

Pure Substance

Please note: a pure substance does not
have to be of a single chemical element or
compound. A mixture of various chemical
elements or compounds also qualifies as a
pure substance as long as the mixture is
homogeneous.
 A mixture of two or more phases of a pure
substance is still a pure substance as long
as the chemical composition of all the
phases is the same.





Nitrogen and gaseous air are pure substances
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Pure Substance


Pure Substance

A mixture of liquid and gaseous water is a pure
substance, but a mixture of liquid and gaseous air
is not.



Pure Substances? Yes
•
•
•
•

Water
Air
Water ice and liquid water
Liquid water and water vapor

Pure Substances? No:
• Liquid water and air
• Mix of Oil and Water
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Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances

Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances


Compressed Liquid
• At 1 atm pressure and 20
phase

, water exists in the liquid

20
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Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances


Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances

Saturated Liquid
• At 1 atm pressure and 100
is ready to vaporize



, water exists as a liquid that

Saturated Liquid-vapor Vapor
• As more heat is transferred, part of the saturated liquid
vaporizes
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Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances


Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances

Saturated Vapor
• At 1 atm pressure, temperature remains at 100
last drop of liquid vaporized



until the

Superheated Vapor
• As more heat is transferred, the temperature of the vapor
starts to rise

23
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Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances

Specific Volume


Density ( ): mass per unit volume



A
more
frequently
used
property
in
thermodynamics is the specific volume. Volume
per unit mass.



T-v diagram for the heating process of water at
constant pressure
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Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances


Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances

P-v diagram for the compression process at
constant temperature



Saturation Temperature (

)

• At a given pressure, the temperature at which a
pure substance changes phase is called
Saturation Temperature


Saturation Pressure (

)

• At a given temperature, the pressure at which a
pure substance changes phase is called
Saturation Temperature
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Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances

28

Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances
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Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances


Vacuum Freezing


Liquid-Vapor Saturation Curve
•

increases with




If the pressure in vacuum chamber
is dropped below 0.6 kPa, the
saturation pressure of water at 0 .
The idea of making ice by using a
vacuum pump is nothing new.
In 1775, Dr. William Cullen actually
made
ice
in
Scotland
by
evacuation the air in a water tank.
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Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances


Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances

T-v diagram of constant pressure phase-change process of
water at various pressures



T-v diagram of a pure substance
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Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances


Phase-Change Process of
Pure Substances

P-v diagram of constant Temperature phase-change process
of water at various Temperature
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P-v diagram of a pure substance
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Vapor Pressure

Vapor Pressure


Atmospheric air can be viewed as a mixture of dry air (air
with zero moisture content) and water vapor (also referred to
as moisture), and the atmospheric pressure is the sum of
and the pressure of water vapor,
the pressure of dry air
called vapor pressure .






Air can hold a certain amount of moisture only, and the ratio
of the actual amount of moisture in the air at a given
temperature to the maximum amount air can hold at that
temperature is called the relative humidity ∅
0 for dry air
100 for saturated air

∅

@
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Example 1

Phase Equilibrium


For liquid water that is open to the atmosphere, the criterion
for phase equilibrium can be expressed as follows:



The vapor pressure in the air must be equal to the saturation pressure of water
at the water temperature.

On a summer day, the air temperature over a lake is
measured to be 25 . Determine water temperature of the
lake when phase equilibrium conditions are established
between the water in the lake and the vapor in the air for
relative humidities of 10, 80, 100 percentage for the air.

@
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Example 1

Example 1


Solution:
The saturation pressure of water 25 , from Table A-4, is 3.17
kPa. Then the vapor pressures at relative humidites of 10, 80
and 100 percent are determined from following equation:



A partial list of Table A-4

∅
%;
∅
.
.
.
@
%;
∅
.
.
.
∅
@
%;
∅
.
.
.
∅
@
The saturation temperature corresponding to these pressure
are determined from Table A-4 by interpolation to be:
.
;
.
;
Therefore, water will freeze in the first case even though the
surrounding air is hot. In the last case the water temperature
will be the same as the surrounding air temperature.
41
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Example 1

Example 1

Solution:
Discussion:
You probably skeptical about the lake freezing when the air is
at 25 , and you are right. The water temperature will drop to -8
in the limiting case of no heat transfer to the water surface. In
practice the water temperature will drop below the air
temperature, but it will not drop to -8 because (1) it is very
unlikely for the air over the lake to be so dry (a relative
humidity of just 10 percent) and (2) as the water temperature
near the surface drops, heat transfer from the air and the lower
parts of the water body will tend to make up for the this heat
loss and prevent the water temperature from dropping too
much.

Solution:
Discussion:
The water temperature will stabilize when the heat gain from
the surrounding air and water body equals the heat loss by
evaporation, that is, when a dynamic balance is established
between heat the mass transfer instead of phase equilibrium. If
you try this experiment using a shallow layer of water in a wellinsulated pan, you can actually freeze the water if the air is
really dry and relatively cool.
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Property Table

Property Table



For most substances, the relationships
thermodynamics properties are too complex
expressed in simple equations.

among
to be



Therefore, properties are frequently presented in the form of
tables.



Tables of the properties of saturated liquid and saturated
vapor.
• Temperature Table (when the temperature is given)
• Pressure Table (when the pressure is given)
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Property Table


Property Table

A partial list of Table A-4
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A partial list of Table A-5

48
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Example 2

Enthalpy and Entropy


Enthalpy
Total Enthalpy

Finding the Pressure of Saturated Liquid
A rigid tank contains 50 kg of saturated
liquid water at 90 . Determine the pressure
in the tank and the volume of the tank.



Specific Enthalpy (per unit mass):



Entropy (s)
• Entropy is a property associated with the second law of
thermodynamics. It will be introduced later.

49

Example 2
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Example 2

 Solution:
The state of the saturated liquid water is shown on a T-v
diagram in Fig below. Since saturation condition exist in the
tank, the pressure must be the saturation pressure at 90 .
.
(Table A-4)
@
The specific volume of the saturation liquid at 90 is:
.
/
(Table A-4)
@
Then the total volume of the tank is determined to be:
.
/
.
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Example 2
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Example 3

A partial list of Table A-4

 Finding the Temperature of Saturated Vapor
A piston-cylinder device contains 2 ft3 of saturated
water vapor at 50 psig pressure. Determine the
temperature of the vapor and the mass of the vapor
inside the cylinder.

53
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Example 3


Example 3

Solution:

The state of the saturated water vapor is shown on a P-v
diagram in the Fig below. Since the cylinder contains saturated
vapor at 50 psig, the temperature inside must be the saturation
temperature at this pressure:
.
(Table A-5E)
@
The specific volume of the saturation vapor at 50 psig is:
.
/
(Table A-5E)
@
Then the mass of water vapor inside the cylinder is determined
to be:
.

.

/
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Example 3


Example 4

A partial list of Table A-5E

The Volume and Energy Change during
Evaporation
A mass of 200 g of saturated liquid water is
completely vaporized at a constant pressure 100
kPa. Determine
(a) The volume change
(b) The amount of energy added to the water
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Example 4


Example 4

Solution:



(a) The process described is illustrated on a P-v diagram in Fig
below. The volume change per unit mass during a vaporization
process is vfg, which is the difference between vg and vf.
Reading these values from Table A-5 at 100 kPa and
substituting yield:
.
.
/
.
/
Thus,
∆

.

.

/

Solution:

(b) The amount of energy needed to vaporize the unit mass of a
substance at a given pressure is the enthalpy of vaporization at
.
/ .Thus
that pressure, which, at 100 kPa, is
the amount of energy added is
.

/

451.6

=0.3386
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Example 4

Example 4


A partial list of Table A-5
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Saturated Liquid-Vapor
Mixture


Saturated Liquid-Vapor
Mixture

The relative amounts of liquid and vapor phases in a
saturated mixture are specified by the quality



A two-phase system can be treated as a homogenous
mixture for convenience

63
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Saturated Liquid-Vapor
Mixture


Saturated Liquid-Vapor
Mixture

Quality is related to the horizontal distances on P-v and T-v
diagrams.



Consider a tank that contains a saturated liquid-vapor
mixture. The volume occupied by saturated liquid is , and
. The total
the volume occupied by saturated vapor is
volume V is the sum of these two:



Dividing by

, yields:
where

/

where
Then:
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Saturated Liquid-Vapor
Mixture


The
the

What is next?

value of a saturated liquid-vapor mixture lies between
and values at the specific T or P

67



Any Questions?



Continue on with Thermodynamics
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